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ABOUT US
TradeWix is   a German tech rate company. Each of our employees is 
a specialist in their field. Our crypto experience has allowed us to 
discover new sides over the years.

Many investors, including long-time experienced ones, keep falling 
for the various scammers in the space.

These scammers don't shy away from using the most disgusting 
tricks to get the money out of investors' pockets. We want to put an 
end to that and serve as one of the safest platforms to provide the 
best possible information about each project.

Unique score values   are only awarded to projects that adhere to our 
standards and are willing to open up to their investors.



OUR GOAL
We aim to create an irreplaceable position in the market as a crypto 
token with limitless financial rewards and benefits, all the while doing 
our part for the community.

TradeWix is a project seeking to be an inclusive project and enable 
crypto enthusiasts of the entire financial spectrum to be a part of 
the community, choosing the more cost-efficient solution for the 
community was the obvious choice to make.

Our goal is to provide our users with the best possible platform of 
security in the crypto space. Our team of specialists in their field, 
provide our TradeWix Trust Rate System with the best of intentions.



$WIX TOKEN
$WIX is recognized as a token with unbelievable potential and 
benefits for investors. We strive to serve our community through 
innovative ways, compelling rewards, and most importantly, amazing 
returns on investment.

The token $WIX is needed to participate with this upcoming 
projects. (Staked Nft is needed to see the upcoming project and the 
staked $WIX Token is needed to invest in this projects) we provide 
everything in our DAPP function online.



OUR SERVICES
Modern audit and controlling system

Our department takes care of a full review of all Crypto projects. We do not give away dubious 
audit certificates. Our approach is subject to strict criteria and only projects that meet all 
standards receive our TradeWix certificate. This is what our company stands for with its name! 
TradeWix Trust Rate.

A groundbreaking launching software

In the background we carry out our cooperation partnerships. We give very secure partners 
the opportunity to apply to our launching system. A large number of attention, investors and 
opportunities are available to you. 

TradeWix allocation, Invest before anyone else

Members get the advantageous chance to be a part of private sales in highlighted projects that 
no one has yet seen. A limited share of private sales allows, in many parts, a multiplication of his 
investment.

Comprehensive customer service

Our premium support is available 24/7. Other inquiries will be forwarded to an available 
customer advisor and processed within a 24-hour time window.



NFT
In recent years, there has been an increase in the interest in 
non-fungible tokens (NFT) to purchase digital art which has shaped 
a new form of art collecting. The NFT boom has been described by 
some as a bubble ready to pop, but we have a different perspective. 
That is, the tokenization and sale of assets have only just begun and 
will continue to grow as a market well into the future. This growth 
will separate itself from the economic “health” of the crypto market 
as a whole; even more so true for the burgeoning expansion of the 
Metaverse gaming space. With the advent of  blockchain currencies, 
NFTs have introduced a way for investors, collectors, Game players, 
and game developers to purchase, sell, stake to earn, and play 
to earn in the industry. The NFT space is truly one of the first 
golden fruit to have been developed on the back of the blockchain 
technological revolution. TradeWix is going to launch an amaizing 
10k NFT collection on  polygon & Opensea from which you can get 
multiple benifits.



TRADEWIX APP
We have created a crypto app, to get all the adoption similar to cmc or 
cg. One big difference is, that our app is providing a trust score rate, 
available on any coin in our app. We get the api from go+ , tokensniffer 
and honeypot.io. if you click on a token, the api will check up the 
token and it appears a trust rate, so no more way to any check up on 
honeypot or tokensniffer. We provide all in one.

The app also has an member space for upcoming projects. You can 
enter this space only if you have a staked and verify nft of our 10k nft 
collection. From now you can see the upcoming project inside the 
app.



STAKING
One of its kind! Become a part of this ecosystem and you will benefit 
from the long-term thought of our vision. TradeWiX is more than just 
a Crypto Security App!

We combine the most important crypto functions in one DApp. We 
want to ensure all those who believe in us with exclusive rewards and 
early access to exciting IDOs.

Our staking feature work as stake your $WIX and earns perpetual 
income from 5% of the $WIX sell fees.



CONTACT US

https://www.tradewix.de/

https://t.me/tradewix

https://twitter.com/Trade_WiX?t=coKWmr2ROm7Os1RuWvR8jA&s=09


